Tke Ckoir Stalls of Sania Maria la Real <le Najera
Maria Dolores Teijeira Pablos
There are few known facts about the Najera choir stalls because the
ensemble has never been studied in depth (Figs. 5 and 6). It has
been impossible to conduct systematic research due to the loss of
most archival documents, as well as die disappearance of some parts
of the stalls. These losses are due to the nineteenth century
"desamortization".5 During this period the monastery of Santa
Maria el Real was completely abandoned, resulting in great damage
to the choir stalls. Recently, a complete restoration has attempted to
return the stalls as closely as possible to their original state.
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In Spain the "desamortization" involved the sale of ecclesiastical
furnishings and ornaments in monasteries, convents and religious houses.
These buildings wore neglected when their inhabitants left the premises. An
important number of religious works of art were lost during this period,
which began in the Napoleonic era.
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Figure 6
The execution of the choir stalls is dated to the last part of the
fifteenth century (1493-1498 are the most common estimates),
during the period in which Don Pablo Martinez de Urunuela was the
abbot. We are not sure of the author, but the work has been
attributed to the Amutio brothers, Jews from the village of
Cardenas; there are a number of Jewish symbols on the carvings.
The sixty-eight stalls, forty-one on the upper level and twenty-seven
on the lower level are arranged on three sides of the choir loft,
overlooking the nave; they form a "U" structure.
The high choir stalls have long dorsal panels decorated with various
Gothic fenestrages; different motifs adorn each panel. Heraldic
motifs decorate the lower section of these panels and lacy
fenestrages with a bishop's coat of arms decorate the upper
sections.
An episcopal stall in the center of the west row has a wider seat and
higher dorsal panel than the others. Its special decorations are
capped with a high and complex crown. The misericord on this stall
presents a landscape in which Samson slays a lion. The dorsal
panel, not decorated with geometric designs like the others, is
figured. The selection of the personage is even stranger since most
episcopal stalls — made for the abbots, kings and queens — are
usually decorated with an important religious figure, especially
Saint Peter who is represented on the episcopal stalls of Plasencia,
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Astorga, Oviedo and others. However, in this case the figure on the
abbot's stall is a king, usually identified as Don Garcia, who was
one of the most important benefactors of the monastery.
The lower row of choir stalls is more extensively damaged and has
lost most of its dorsal panels. These panels are similar in style to
those at Leon Cathedral, square and tall, with an arch which frames
a religious figure in a three quarter profile. Today only three of
these dorsal panels remain. One on the west side represents the
Virgin and Child. The other two on the north side are of a bishop
and either a prophet or the carver of the stalls. Scholars claim that
these three dorsal panels are a crucial link between the Najera and
Leon choir stalls. It is impossible to judge definitively at this stage
of research and without knowing the iconographic program (very
difficult since most of the lower dorsals no longer exist) or the
figures who were carved on them. The representations seem to be
similar; however, the lack of figures on the upper dorsals suggests
that if the iconographic program of the Najera stalls was similar to
that of Leon it must have been much simpler.
The profane iconography at Najera is not as rich or diverse as on
other contemporary stalls, in part because there are fewer spaces to
be decorated. The profane subjects on the misericords include
human heads of different sex, race and social status. More heads
adorn the lower section of the upper dorsals. The armrests have
some fantastic animals and hybrids. The corners above the arches
on the dorsal panels are filled with more hybrids, fools and simple
objects.
Finally, the monumental entrance to the choir, on the north side, has
an ornamental arch over which are carved religious figures arranged
to form a kind of pulpit. This access is very strange for a choir stall
in Spain which usually has carved doors.
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